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text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.
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I bought this for my high school son. This is his first year of Spanish, and this is the book they are

using in school. I'm buying used copies of all of his textbooks this year, to try and avoid "Can't do

my homework/Can't study/No book at home" syndrome. Out of curiosity, I picked up the book to

survey what he will be learning. I was impressed. The first chapter deals with an introduction to

countries where Spanish is spoken, including such things as pictures of people greeting each other.

It also briefly covers intuitive words - those which are the same or similar in English and Spanish.

Finally, the first chapter's instruction is in extremely basic things, such as greetings, pleasantries

("Como estas?"), and phrases said upon parting. It also deals with politeness phrases, such as "por

favor" and "gracias", and counting/numbers. Subsequent chapters have more difficult, but well

organized lessons. There are also website links for online reinforcement of the lessons. I'm actually

thinking of using this book myself to try to develop a very rudimentary understanding of Spanish, for



no reason other than the information is here. I'd say this would be a good book for home schooling,

although that's not my purpose.

It was a little sticky like it was sitting somewhere--it's hard to use because it is so messy.

very good

EXACTLY WHAT WE WANTED =)

Great price. Son will use in school.

Outstanding purhase!!! My son had some difficulty with Spanish I, so the summer before Spanish II,

I ordered this book so that he could brush up. The exercises and going through the chapter reviews

really helped him in Spanish II the following sememster. I am very glad and so was he that I made

this purchase. I ordered the student edition as well, so that he could not have answeres until he

tested himself. ---would also be great for home-schooled students!

Book arrived as promised,in very good condition. I will certainly make future purchases.

It was a very well kept textbook.
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